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Category 1. Quality of Education
BE IT RESOLVED THAT
1-9.

the MSCF President communicate to the Chancellor that it makes it a top priority to program ISRS
to automatically drop students who do not earn a high enough grade in the prerequisite course
for an upcoming course they have registered for within three business days of grades being
posted. Retired 2022

1-14.

the MSCF request MnSCU fix [the ISRS prerequisite limitations] as soon as possible and provide
financial funding to institutions who must have staff review prerequisites of students until the
problem is resolved. Retired 2022

1-23.

the MSCF requests that Minnesota State request the College Board perform a validation study for
Minnesota state cut scores. After the validation study, the cut scores decision can be revisited.
Retired 2022

1-24.

the MSCF requests Minnesota State changes its policy to allow for more than one vendor, one for
each discipline, that they not use the NextGen Accuplacer placement tests, and they continue to
search for new tests with input from college faculty, ABE faculty, K-12 faculty, and administrators.
The consensus of faculty around the state is that the NextGen Accuplacer placement tests are bad
tests for course placement of our students. The tools that we use to assess our students for
placement should be relevant and not put a student at risk of inappropriate placement nor give
them a disadvantage. Retired 2022

Category 2. Individual Welfare
BE IT RESOLVED THAT
2-5.

the MSCF create, maintain, and disseminate a hiring pool of adjunct and part-time MSCF
members. This hiring pool would consist of a list of MSCF members who are adjunct and/or parttime faculty. The list would include the member’s name, discipline(s)/credential field(s), and the
college(s) and campus(es) where they are willing to teach. The MSCF would update the list every
semester and disseminate it to MSCF local presidents and to the colleges in an effort to help
adjunct/part-time faculty MSCF members increase their teaching load, if so desired, and to help
Minnesota State colleges hire adjunct or part-time faculty members. Retired 2022
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Category 3. Legislative, College, and Community Relations
BE IT RESOLVED THAT
3-2.

the MSCF supports the sick leave bills in the 2007 Minnesota Legislature as in the House
version, including caring for domestic partners. The bills are H.F. 0219 and S.F. 1128.
Retired 2022

Category 4. Other
BE IT RESOLVED THAT
4-3.

the MSCF recommends that the board reevaluates the travel reimbursement policy. Retired
2022

4-4.

the MSCF requests the state office to make available on the MSCF website a chosen selection or
catalogue of USA, union made clothing items and products capable of bearing the official MSCF
logo for online ordering by individual members and chapters. The official MSCF logo specs are to
be provided to the company chosen for use so as to not cause distortion of or changes to the
official adopted logo when products are ordered by individuals or chapters. Retired 2022
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